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Loading animation after effects template

As a tool, Adobe After Effects can provide excellent value and source to web designers. The ways it can be used to improve a website are seemingly endless. Many designers use it to create animated typography, load images, icon transitions, mockups of mobile user interfaces, illustrations, and more. A major advantage for After Effects is the extensive library of high-quality
templates on the web, many of which are free to download and use whenever you want. In this article, we'll round off a carefully selected selection of the very best free Adobe After Effects templates you'll use in your next web design project. Unlimited downloads: 500,000+ Fonts, Stock Photos, Themes &amp; Design Assets Free After Effects Transitions This stunning selection of
Basti transitions includes a range of effects, perfect for loading animations and presenting content. Loader After Effects Freebie This simple folding effect is ideal for use as a charger on minimal, clean website designs. inFullMobile Icons Freebie These beautifully intricate icons are completely animated to an exceptionally high standard. They are perfect for any landing page or
portfolio content section. Check box These subtle animations check boxes for After Effects are ideal for including in presentation mockups and website graphics, as well as tutorials and onboardings. AE Send Mail Another exceptional animated illustration, this time by PixFlow. The vibrant colors provide a nice contrast and the graphic itself would fit perfectly at the bottom of almost
any website. Free Touch Indicators These touch indicators are perfect for including in the portfolio user interface mockups, onboarding streams, and tutorials, to help the user visualize how an interface works. Menu / Close Button The burger close icon transition is becoming more and more familiar and intuitive to users. This free Ae file offers one of the more interesting and
creative approaches to such animation. Personal voice assistant With similar effects to Siri, this speech assistant animation is visually impressive and offers a variety of applications, including for loading, progress indicators, the status of music playback, and visual background effects. Gilbert Free Animated Typeface Gilbert is a very sophisticated and top quality animated font. The
animation qualities and colorful design make it perfect for portfolio and landing page hero sections. Free Tapered Stroke Preset for After Effects This tapered stroke preset for Ae is beautiful in combination with a handwritten style font. It would be particularly effective for use when handwriting is present, for example signatures or letter-style sections. This post may be affiliate links
Check out our information about affiliate links here. Sign up here for our popular newsletter and get the latest web design news and resources right in your inbox. Corporate Loading Logo is a fun and colorful After Effects template. A stylish and modern charging image with elegantly animated layers of shape that and reveal your logo. This template features 1 logo placeholder, so
it's really easy to use. Style it quickly to customize your own brand to the full color controller. Perfect as an intro or opener for your company presentations, slide shows, promos, company broadcasts, conferences and event videos. Put on your logo with this great AE template. Available in 4K. After Effects CS6+ 3840x2160 (4K) No plug-ins The idea behind making a Loading Bars
Pack for After Effects came from my previous tutorial on Percentage Counters. With few layers of shape and one simple expression for creating automated percentage counters, I created an After Effects Project File with 12 different types of loading bars. To make the project file user-friendly, all loading bars are linked to sliders. To create a charging animation, all you need to do is
give the sliders a keyframe. Each loading bar composition in the project file also has its own color palettes in separate adjustment layers. You simply use these taste buds to change the color of loading bars, their backgrounds and other elements. Use loading bars Each load bar comp in the project file has a text layer called Percentage Counter that has the control effect for sliders
in the file. I've already framed them to animate from 0% to 100%. Move these pre-created keyframes by selecting the Percentage Counter layer and pressing U on the keyboard. Select and drag the keyframes accordingly. To change the colors, select the Colors layer, and then go to Effect Controls. If effect controls are not visible, select the Colors layer and navigate to Effects &gt;
Effect Controls, or use the F3 shortcut to enable them. To remove the percentage character from the percentage counter, expand the Percentage Counter text layer to display the expression. Now change the value of 'percentSign' from true to false. Now use the color palettes to change the colors of loading bars, backgrounds, and other available elements. After Effects loading bay
template can be used for both personal and commercial purposes. Purposes.
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